
In late 2003 the Chinese government closed
down more than 1,000 official publications.
In most cases the newspapers and maga-
zines in question had little or no public
appeal, and represented nothing but a drain
on public resources. However, the closure of
one magazine, Orient Today, has raised ques-
tions over whether a daring editorial direction
outweighed expense as a reason for the pub-
lication’s demise.

Orient Today, published by China’s Commercial Press for more
than a hundred years, suddenly suspended operations on
December 5, 2003 in spite of a series of revamps and recent
robust growth. Opinions vary among observers as to the rea-
sons for the suspension, and the incident has attracted intense
scrutiny from local journalists, with some speculating that the
magazine offended government officials.

Among the views expressed by local reporters regarding
the decision to suspend publication, one suggested on an
Internet Web site that the incident stemmed from articles pub-
lished between September and November 2003, in particular
an article in the twelfth issue entitled, “Changing China: Land
Reform after Tian Fengshan.”1

The article, in which Orient Today interviewed Professor Yan
Jinmin of the Land Management Department at Renmin Uni-
versity’s Public Management Institute, pointed out a series of
critical problems: “Compared to prices paid for land at auc-
tion, the price of property purchased under eminent domain is
very low.Wouldn’t this fact easily result in the distortion of the
concept of eminent domain for purposes of nation building?
Wouldn’t the price gap result in certain enterprises reaping
obscene profits, while giving government organizations
opportunities for rent-seeking, with farmers becoming victims
of the transaction?” It is said that this report “might have gotten
on the nerves of some sensitive government conservatives.”

Other well-informed local reporters associated the suspen-
sion of Orient Today with an article in the eleventh issue of 2003

entitled, “Founder’s Critical Illness.”The article offered an
examination of the leadership of Wei Xin as chairman of
Peking University Founder Group, which suffered a financial
crisis during diversification. Using blood transfusion as a
metaphor, the article stated: “If the body’s hemopoietic system
is deficient, the crisis remains hidden.”A reporter noted on an
Internet bulletin board, “This article greatly offended conser-
vatives in the government!”

Others suspected that the matter had something to do with
an article in the eighth issue of 2003 relating to Ma Mingzhe,
director and president of Ping An Insurance and one of China’s
wealthiest men.

The consensus among local reporters was, “This matter has
nothing to do with market factors.”They noted, “The newly
reorganized magazine had outlays of only 900,000 yuan during
the past three months, minus 300,000 yuan in advertising rev-
enue, which means that the magazine achieved steady circula-
tion growth at a cost of only 600,000 yuan.”

Following is the open letter distributed by staff of Orient
Today through various channels:

To All Concerned with the Growth and Development of Orient
Today:

Following its establishment in 1904, Orient Today was forced
to close during the Japanese invasion, and consequently due to
shifts in national policy. It nevertheless came as a great surprise
when on December 5 the magazine received notice of suspen-
sion from its sponsor, Commercial Press, in the midst of robust
growth following a comprehensive overhaul (The eleventh
issue had already been ranked third in circulation among
finance and economic media in the Beijing market, and sub-
scriptions were increasing at a rate of 20 to 30 per day).

When the suspension was announced on December 5, the
staff of Orient Today had in no way anticipated the situation, and
were enthusiastically devoting their best effort to preparing the
January 2004 issue; the editors had already gathered materials
and collected manuscripts, designers had already arranged the
issue’s graphics, and the operation and distribution divisions
were about to embark on an extensive publicity and subscrip-
tion campaign. Key staff of Orient Today’s editing and operations,
most of them aged under 30, had joined the magazine from
China’s major financial and economic publications such as 21st
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Century Economic Report, IT Management World, China Entrepreneur and
Economic Observer.They had galvanized their creative dreams
under the banner of Orient Today in November 2002, attracted to
the well-established Orient Today brand as well as the commercial
culture accumulated over the long history of Commercial
Press.After a year’s arduous and unremitting effort, they man-
aged a complete revamp of Orient Today, from content to man-
agement:

Ranking: Media research by Homeway.com clearly shows
that at present Orient Today ranks third among specialized finance
and economic magazines. Especially since initiation of the new
strategy for content, distribution, operation and management
in September 2003, market research shows the circulation of
Orient Today’s eleventh issue ranking third in the Beijing market,
surpassed only by Caijing and China Entrepreneur.

Network Influence Power: One of the important measures
of the influence of a publication is the rate at which its stories
are picked up and reproduced in other media.According to
statistics, Orient Today published a total of nine issues between
October 2002, when it began trial issues under its revamp, and

November 2003. Out of these nine issues, the cover stories of
eight—“The Curtain Closes on Yang Bin”(Vol. 22, 2002), “The
Li Ka-shing Legend Meets Obstruction in Beijing” (Vol. 12,
2002), “Zhang Zhong Plans to Break Down Taiwan Barrier”
(Vol. 1, 2003), “The Fatal Seduction of Zhang Ruimin” (Vol. 2,
2003), “The TLC Scandal” (Vol. 5, 2003), “Liu Jin Bao’s Lost
Hong Kong Dream” (Vol. 7, 2003), “Rebels of Riches” (Vol. 9,
2003) and “Founder’s Critical Illness” (Vol. 11, 2003)—
surpassed those of other media in the same field. Pick-up rates
of industry-related stories, such as “Life and Death of the
Household Electrical Appliances Industry 2002-2003,”
“Research on Real Estate Bubbles in Five Cities,” “Rescuing
China’s Auto Brands,” “Four Small Airlines Take Off on Their
Own,” “Mainland Retailers Encounter Clearance,” “Major
Reshuffle in the Water Services Industry” and “Discovering the
Most Promising Industries of 2004,” reached more than 60
percent, well in excess of the average for this kind of magazine.
The above-mentioned stories were also prominently featured
on authoritative finance and economic Web sites such as
Sina.com, Sohu.com and Homeway.com.

Web site of Orient Today
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Distribution: Up to now, incomplete statistics show Orient
Today’s monthly sales growing at a rate of up to 50 percent per
issue. Sales in eastern regions such as Beijing, Shanghai, Hong
Kong, Guangzhou and Singapore were particularly good.
About 6,000 free copies were distributed each month among
government officials, notable public figures, prominent aca-
demics, business elites and members of Beijing’s major social
clubs.

Advertising: During the three months from September to
November 2003, cash revenue from advertising exceeded
300,000 yuan; just before the suspension, management signed
advertising agreements with Dragon Air and Jin Liu Fu Liquor,
as well as a major advertising agreement with a real estate
company.

Brand Influence: Orient Today has established considerable
brand name appeal in the business world. First of all, Beijing’s
most famous economists, such as Zhong Wei, Ba Shusong,Yi
Xianrong, Zhang Guoqing, Qiao Kaili, Zhao Xiao and Gao
Huiqing, have all established a close cooperative relationship
with Orient Today. Secondly, the magazine has also gained obvi-
ous social influence: on November 18, 2003, in cooperation
with the Management Institute at Shanghai Jiao Tong Univer-
sity, Orient Today hosted the seventh session of the World Man-
agement Forum Eastern Management Symposium.The
magazine had also completed preparations for several other
industry summits.Thirdly, nearly one hundred members of
Beijing’s three major social clubs, as well as chief editors of
mainstream media and experienced members of the commu-
nications industry, were closely noting and praising Orient
Today’s growth. Fourthly, the magazine had established strategic
cooperation with dozens of prominent enterprises, including
preliminary cooperation in management and brand popular-
ization.

As one of China’s longest-running magazines, Orient, the
predecessor of Orient Today, witnessed and recorded many
important historical events over the past century, including the
end of the Qing Dynasty, the 1911 Revolution, the May Fourth
Movement, the war of resistance against Japan, the War of Lib-
eration, and the development of Taiwan. It became the stan-
dard-bearer of a new cultural movement influencing
generations.

Among the numerous intellectuals that cultivated this field,
leading cultural figures such as Du Yaquan and Hu Yu took on
the position of chief editor; other pioneers of modern ideol-
ogy and culture joined in on the plowing and weeding. For
example,Wang Guowei, Liao Qichao, Lu Xun, Ba Jin, Lao She,
Ding Ling and others all published their maiden works or
important pieces in Orient. In the past, Orient included current
political affairs, culture and education, finance and economics,
industrial and commercial communications, research papers
and works of art and literature. Its rich and profound contents
led to the popular saying, “If you have a copy of Orient, you’re
familiar with current affairs in China and the world.”

Before it suspended publication at the end of 1948, Orient
was one of China’s most important periodicals in terms of
both influence and circulation. It was also widely influential in
overseas Chinese communities.After 1949, when China imple-

mented its planned economy, Commercial Press’s periodicals
divisions shut down and Taiwan Commercial Press took over
publication of Orient until the 1990s. In September 1999, Bei-
jing Commercial Press took back control of Orient and changed
its name to Orient Today, since the name Orient had already been
registered for another periodical. Between September 1999
and September 2001, Orient Today was a Readers’Digest-type culture
and lifestyle magazine. From October 2001 to September
2002, Orient Today transformed itself into a financial and eco-
nomic magazine “focusing on the intellectual economy, serv-
ing successful men.” From October 2002 to September 2003,
Orient Today repositioned itself to “explore the commercial spirit
of a changing era” as a major financial and economic maga-
zine. Beginning in October 2003, it began to capture its mar-
ket niche through outstanding performance in news, research
and reports on evolving industries, and by becoming “a maga-
zine concerned with the growth of major industries.”

After establishing a new direction, Orient Today hired
reporters accordingly. Key staff were hired over from major
media and advertising companies as recently as October
2003—which would obviously not have been done if we had
been aware of Commercial Press’s intention to stop publication
of Orient Today.

The combination of Orient Today’s long history and its recent
growth and development have resulted in an established brand
name with significant practical and political relevance. It has
also cultivated a group of idealistic and ambitious young jour-
nalists at the beginning of their media careers. But now, all has
been for nothing!

As we prepare to leave Orient Today, the fruit of a year’s devo-
tion of our heart and soul, our intention in the paragraphs
above was to realistically, objectively and accurately detail the
activities of Orient Today in its last year (from November 2002 to
November 2003).We also wish to thank those experts, schol-
ars, business elites and media colleagues who have shown a
keen interest in the growth of Orient Today, and we thank you for
extending your wholehearted support and help! 

Even as we bid farewell to Orient Today, we hope to remain
your companions on the entrepreneurial road!

Signed,
The Staff of Orient Today, December 9, 2003

This is an edited translation of an article from HRIC’s Chi-
nese online journal, Ren Yu Renquan, drawn from a report pub-
lished on Asia Times Online.

Translated by Akiko Kageyama.

1. Tian Fengshan was appointed minister of Land and Resources in

March 2000 and was removed from office in October 2003 on allega-

tions of corruption.
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